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Install the mod by extracting the archive (or simply copying the folder into Minecraft Forge) into your mods folder. Place a copy of Too Many Items.json into the same directory. The ToManyItems.exe will launch automatically after you have installed it. Libraries include required libraries for items using collision based things to be added, or directly for texture specific things. They are: collider, render, terrain, navigation, craft, entity, armature, display, items, pathfinding, interaction, culling, scripts, sound, assets, and physics. Note: If you have an existing server with too many items mods before this mod, that's quite fine. It's important to be able to separate these into their own modset if you want to keep that modset modfile. The mod will

automatically detect these in the future. Modsets with clashing resources will not load at all. This means your current modset will need to be purged. You can back up your current modset before purging and load the mod with the archive. Then rename that modset and re-install it via Forge. It's time-consuming but easily done. This will give you a head start in time for the worst of the exploits. A possible workaround is to make a copy of the current modset, rename it, then do the purge, then load the archive you copied. You can then simply rename the files in the archive. I have also written a Forge Mod Loader that you can download from the Forge mod loader page, however it depends on a few things that are not included in the Minecraft 1.7
10 patch, so I suggest you stick with the original Forge Mod Loader.
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I recommend the use of the Minecraft Forge Launcher for the following reasons: 1. When done correctly, you can have a few world saves, and load them as required. This means you can have one for your main worlds, one for testing, and one for development. 2. You can edit the config.txt file to change which mods are used. 1. Open the TooManyItems
mod.2. Open the TooManyItems.txt inside the Mods folder.3. Open the folder where you downloaded the FTB Modpacks to.4. Copy the TooManyItems.txt into the mod folder.5. Done!6. Do not forget to tick the 'Enabled' box, or it will not work! Minecraft has a feature to easy adding of a jet pack or rocket pack to the player. With this feature, you can disable

the inventory panel. There is no reason for that anymore. If you want to disable it, type in the chat box /summon jetpack for popular summon command. If you like this Minecraft mod, you can help others by reporting bugs. You can also help by writing a positive review. If you have questions about this mod, please ask them on the discussion page. This mod
was originally designed for single player play. If you use it on a server with this mod, and your server's give-command is set properly (as described in the wiki), you should be able to have items drop from mobs as usual. It is up to you to set up the spawn-blocks and give-command for the server. The two most common spawn items for this mod are sandstone,
which you get from the b tree, and coal, which you get from the o creeper. Also, this mod is useful for single player use, but when using it for items IDs on servers caution should be exercised. Most of the time though the block IDs for the blocks will match. ID mismatching would only really come into play if the server had an admin shop plugin. These seem to

be more common with the addition of new blocks or block directions as of 1.3.1. Also on servers, to receive the items desired the give command must be used. This will always spawn the correct item even though that particular item may not work in the admin shop. 5ec8ef588b
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